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Supergirl Season 4 Season three saw Supergirl (Melissa Benoist) stop Reign
and the other Worldkillers threat to humanity and our planet, and in the
process, Kara was shocked to find her mother Alura alive and living in a
salvaged Argo City that survived the destruction of Krypton. Reconnecting
with her past caused Kara to realize that her true home is now here on Earth,
where big changes are taking place for her and all of her friends in National
City and also, it appears, for a doppelganger in Russia! With a wave of
anti-alien sentiment roiling the country led by Agent Liberty (Sam Witwer);
and a new command at the DEO, Colonel Haley (April Parker Jones) Kara
returns to Catco, where she mentors young reporter Nia Nal (Nicole Maines),
who evolves into a superhero herself. Season four promises to be full of
surprises, action, adventure and lots of big revelations for Supergirl, Alex,
James, Jonn, Lena and Brainiac-5. Warner
Canal Street is a telling the story of Kholi Styles (Gray) who is trying to get by
in an unwelcoming new world. After he becomes the suspect of a mysterious
death of a classmate, it’s up to his father, Jackie Styles (Williamson), an
up-and-coming lawyer from the slums of Chicago, to defend his son in court
and battle an outraged public before time runs out. Jackie fights to keep his
faith and prove his son is not the monster the world has made him out to be.
Smith Global Media / Cinedigm
Supernatural: Season 14 The thrilling journey of the Winchester brothers
continues as Supernatural enters its historic fourteenth season. Sam (Jared
Padalecki) and Dean (Jensen Ackles) have matched wits with monsters,
demons, Heaven and Hell. But in the shows thirteenth season, the Winchesters
were thrown into a terrifying alternative universe an apocalyptic world where
they were never born, all while training Jack (Alexander Calvert), the son of
Lucifer, and rescuing their mother. And they won! But, with the apparent
demise of Lucifer, Sam and Dean have a new problem on their hands as the
Archangel Michael has escaped the other universein Deans vessel! With
Michael in control of Dean, Sam, Castiel (Misha Collins) and Jack are working
to get Dean back and stop Michael before his Apocalpse-World agenda gains
strength. Warner
DC's Legends of Tomorrow Season 4 After defeating the demon Mallus by
cuddling him to death with a giant stuffed animal named Beebo, the Legends
are ready to ease off the gas. Sara and her team join Ava Sharpe and the Time
Bureau to help clean up the last few remaining anachronisms. The job seems
straightforward enough until Constantine arrives to inform them that, in
solving one major problem, they have created another, much larger one.
When the Legends let time crumble in order to release and defeat Mallus, the
barrier between worlds softened. History is now infected with Fugitives
magical creatures from myths, fairytales, and legends. Having been expelled
throughout time by people like Constantine, these Fugitives are now
returning to our world in droves and making a real mess of things. As the Time
Bureau is distrustful of and ill-equipped to deal with magic, the Legends must
team up with everyones favorite demonologist to set history back on track.
Warner
The Sun Is Also a Star College-bound romantic Daniel Bae and Jamaica-born
pragmatist Natasha Kingsley meetand fall for each otherover one magical day
amidst the fervor and flurry of New York City. Sparks immediately fly between
these two strangers, who might never have met had fate not given them a
little push. But will fate be enough to take these teens from star-crossed to
lucky in love? With just hours left on the clock in what looks to be her last day
in the U.S., Natasha is fighting against her familys deportation as fiercely as
shes fighting her budding feelings for Daniel, who is working just as hard to
convince her they are destined to be together. Warner
Kung Fu League When his manager prevents Fei Ying Xiong from getting the
girl he loves, he summons the help from four legendary Kung Fu masters to
learn the highest level of martial arts from the best in history and to defeat his
enemies who stand in the way of the things he wants most. Language:
Mandarin Subtitles: English Bonus Features: Trailers Well Go
True Believer The killing. The conviction. The cover-up. Now James Woods is
about to go up against corruption and conspiracy at the highest levels of New
York City law enment in the action-packed courtroom drama True Believer.
Woods is spellbinding as Eddie Dodd, once an acclaimed civil rights attorney
of the '60s, now an embittered cynic who makes a living defending
drug-dealing low-lifes. Dodd's passion for justice is rekindled when an
idealistic young associate (Robert Downey, Jr.) urges him to re-open an
eight-year-old murder case involving a young prisoner serving life in Sing
Sing for a gang initiation killing. Dodd's frenetic search for the truth takes him
through a harrowing maze of unscrupulous prosecutors, white supremacist
hate groups and corrupt cops. But is he willing to put his life on the line in
defense of his beliefs? A powerful thriller, True Believer takes a piercing look at
justice for all, from all sides of the American legal system. Mill Creek
Black Hawk Down The Untold Story Black Hawk Down: The Untold Story is a
riveting documentary about the heroic efforts of the soldiers from the 2nd
Battalion 14th Infantry Regiment, 10th Mountain Division (2-14). These men
demonstrated extraordinary courage, skill, and discipline as they fought their
way into a "baited ambush" to rescue the special operations forces pinned
down at the crash site of Super Six-One while also attempting a rescue at the
crash site of Super Six-Four. Two soldiers from the 2-14 were killed and
eighteen wounded in what many have described as the most ferocious urban
combat since the Battle for Hu' during the Tet Offensive in 1968. Mill Creek

